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PHPobfuscator srcProtector 3.95 srcProtector for PHP is a tool designed to encrypt your PHP code, making it impossible to read and modify. âœ“.PHPobfuscator has no limits. Actually it is. You can encrypt and encrypt your
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secure solution, please
download a version of
PHP 5.2.3 or greater.

Installation
PHPobfuscator

SrcProtector 3.95. Â·
Added Xdebug OPCache
Rotate to configuration.

Â· Added missing
comments. Â· Fixed

issues with expression
catching. Â· Plugged a

memory leak when using
serialize. Â· Added

php_ini calls for
configuration values. Â·

Added sources.php file to
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indicate a reference to a
site. Â· Minor

enhancements. Â· Fixed
a bug with server path

and CWD. Â·
Improvements in

compatability with PHP
5.3. Â· Improvement in

saving files. Â· Improved
performance. Â·
Improved error

reporting. Â· Improved
multi-socket support. Â·

Improved debugging
reporting. Â· Added a

gd2.dll reference to allow
use of GD library. Â·
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Added magick.dll
reference to allow image
manipulation. Â· Added
imagick.dll reference to

allow image
manipulation. Â· Updated
documentation. Â· Bugfix

for solid line. Â· Added
serfont.dll reference to
allow use of TTF font

manipulation library. Â·
Added src.php file to

indicate the directory of
PHPObfuscator. Â· Added
debug log. Â· Improved

accuracy for naming
code. Â· Added colors for
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debug output. Â· Added
caching. Â· Fixed an

issue with the compiler
when used as a class. Â·

Bugfix for misaligned
decoding of string

constants. Â· Added
accurate string

reporting. Â· Added
documentation. Â· Added
ability to control caching.
Â· Added ability to load
multiple configuration

files. Â· Added ability to
skip packages. Â· Added
ability to use a custom

cache directory. Â
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